Three-dimensional interferometric stage encoder using a single access port
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Abstract

We present a novel multi-dimensional positional encoder approach that uses range-resolved interferometry (RRI) to simultaneously interrogate multiple interferometers differing in optical path length, using only a single photodetector and a single diode laser. Employing only stage-mounted non-polarising beamsplitters and reflections from three orthogonal, externally mounted, planar mirrors, three Cartesian measurement directions are formed, that when combined with measurements from a stage-mounted reference reflection, allow for three-dimensional measurements of stage motion obtained via a single access port. Through a variety of movements of a three-dimensional Piezo-electric stage over its nominal stage working range of ±50 μm, simultaneous measurements of displacements from three orthogonal dimensions are acquired with a 10 kHz quadrature bandwidth, achieving typical displacement noise densities of below 0.4 nm/√Hz, with the noise floor dropping to below 0.1 nm/√Hz above 50 Hz, as well as high linearity with cyclic errors amplitudes well below 1 nm in all three directions.
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1. Introduction

Modern production techniques used to produce nano-scale electronic and optical components require high-precision machinery capable of accurate positioning at nanometre levels. The position measurement techniques employed by these machines must operate at appropriate distances with high resolution and accuracy, where the resolution determines the smallest measurable displacement. Typically they feature positional encoders, utilising optical and non-optical techniques to feed back information about their current position and orientation[1, 2, 3, 4]. Non-optical techniques such as piezoresistive sensors [5, 6] and capacitive techniques [7, 8, 9] often require close contact with the target object, and in the case of capacitive sensors, must maintain the angular alignment of electrodes. Restrictions such as these add design complications for many applications and sometimes limit their suitability for manufacturing and production use. Optical encoders utilise pattern-based techniques or laser interferometry to perform displacement measurements. Whilst pattern-based encoders using calibrated pattern strips have been shown to make high-accuracy displacement measurements [10, 11], they also require close proximity between the moving stage and the reference frame to operate with accuracy, again severely constraining stage design options. Laser interferometers offer nanometre level resolution capabilities and provide remote, non-contact measurements of the target displacement [12, 13, 14, 15] or, at reduced resolutions, absolute target distance measurements [16]. This generally comes at the cost of increased size and complexity, typically from the interrogation system, as well as various practical drawbacks such as the need, at least for displacement measuring interferometers, to return the target object to a known reference position in the case of startup or beam blockage. Despite these drawbacks, optical interferometry remains an attractive technique for high-precision applications, and as such over the years numerous variations on standard interferometric setups have been developed for metrological purposes in single dimensions [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. When extended to more than one spatial dimension, however, optical interferometers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Type</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Remote Operation Possible?</th>
<th>No. of Measured Degrees of Freedom per System</th>
<th>Complexity in Sensing Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piezoresistive</td>
<td>0.5 - 10 nm</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitive</td>
<td>0.5 - 2 nm</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Interferometer</td>
<td>0.5 - 1 nm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 mirror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern-based Encoder</td>
<td>0.2 - 5 nm</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 or 2</td>
<td>1 scale (1D or 2D) and 1 readout unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grating-based Encoder</td>
<td>0.1 - 2 nm</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2[22], 6[26], 6[27]</td>
<td>Various optical elements: 10[22], 13[26], 34[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range-resolved Interferometer (This implementation)</td>
<td>1.3 nm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 mirrors, 2 beamsplitters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of existing displacement measurement technologies over a 100 µm range at 1 kHz bandwidth. Values derived, unless specified, from [1],[3] and [14].

typically require multiple sensing heads or optical access ports. In addition, various designs using gratings to achieve multi-dimensional displacement measurements have been conceived [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28].

Table 1 compares a range of approaches to single and multi-dimensional displacement measurements to the approach proposed in this paper, where it can be seen that all compared techniques offer resolutions on the same order of magnitude at nanometer and sub-nanometer levels. However, where these techniques differ is in the complexity of the application, in particular for multi-dimensional measurements that typically require either highly sophisticated 2D pattern scales or in the case of grating-based techniques, complex setups with numerous, often polarisation-sensitive, optical elements. This has the added effect of increasing cost and typically requiring complex alignment procedures. In addition, existing multi-dimensional approaches lack the ability to operate remotely, where we define remote operation as the ability to work with a wide range of stand-off distances to the moving stage. This allows greater flexibility in stage design or even permits operation through windows, for example a vacuum window. It can be seen from Table 1 that there is a need for low-complexity, remotely operating multi-dimensional approaches and in this paper we present a proof-of-concept experiment and results demonstrating a novel,
three-dimensional interferometric optical encoder with significant advantages over the state-of-the-art, utilising only a single optical beam entering through a single optical access port. Together with a very simple optical setup consisting of two stage-mounted beamsplitters and three static mirrors without the use of any polarisation-sensitive components, this setup allows the simultaneous acquisition of displacement measurements in three orthogonal dimensions. This is achieved using the range-resolved interferometric (RRI) technique [29] to measure interferometric phase changes at multiple locations along a single or multiple folded optical beam paths. RRI utilises optical wavelength modulation resulting from sinusoidal injection current modulation of a continuous-wave laser diode to interrogate multiple interferometers using a single laser source and photo detector. RRI examines the superimposed interference pattern created by the multiplexing of all constituent interferometers within the beam path and distinguishes them based on their optical path differences (OPDs). In addition to fibre-optic strain[30] and shape sensing[31], we have previously applied RRI to multiple-surface laser vibrometry[32] which allows movements of multiple semi-transparent surfaces along a single optical beam to be interrogated simultaneously for advanced vibration analysis. Here, we present results demonstrating the use of this technique as a three-dimensional stage encoder with regards to various stage motions along with a detailed analysis of its noise and linearity performance, significantly extending our initial work on a two-dimensional encoder[33]. It is thought that the simplicity and space-effectiveness of this approach, as well as the nanometre-level displacement resolution and linearity performance achievable, along with the ability for remote interrogation, offers an attractive alternative to existing methods and could lead to new developments in cases where the limitations of existing encoder techniques are an obstacle to implementing novel nanopositioning stage applications.
2. Principles and Methods

The proposed method uses the multiplexing of several interferometers that differ in OPD to implement a three-dimensional encoder, therefore careful selection of the OPDs of the interferometers of interest is required to avoid overlap between desired and parasitic constituent interferometers which can be the cause of cyclic errors. As with all interferometric techniques, cyclic errors [34], i.e. periodic non-linearities with a period corresponding to 0.5 or 1 interrogation wavevectors, will occur in phase measurements if signal contributions from interferometers created by parasitic and secondary reflections are present. As a result, when developing an optical setup for interferometric purposes the placement of elements within the setup is critical. Unlike conventional interferometry, RRI allows for the visualisation of these parasitic interferometers and, through appropriate spacing, provides methods to prevent their overlap to avoid cyclic errors. Furthermore, it is important to note that RRI, unlike most interferometric techniques, does not rely on polarisation splitting and is therefore immune to polarisation leakage, which is often the dominant cause of cyclic errors in interferometry[35].

In order to demonstrate the benefits of using the range-resolved interferometric technique as a three-dimensional encoder, a simple proof-of-principle optical setup was conceived. Two beamsplitter cubes are mounted on a three-axis motion stage, surrounded on three sides by orthogonal planar mirrors. On a fourth side a fibre collimator is mounted which constitutes the single access port required by this technique. The beamsplitters and mirrors are positioned such that the laser beam incident on the first beamsplitter cube will split to illuminate the second beamsplitter and one mirror, with the beams from the second beamsplitter illuminating the two remaining mirrors. All three mirrors reflect the beams back to the fibre collimator via the same optical paths and the re-coupled light is guided back to the signal processing hardware. By interrogation of the interferometers created between each mirror and the fibre tip, and by numerically subtracting from this the displacement of a common reference
interferometer created between the fibre tip and the first incident surface of the beamsplitter, R, stage displacements in the three orthogonal dimensions can be interrogated simultaneously. A schematic of this setup is shown in Fig. 1 in addition to a 3D representation.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the reflections between each mirror $M_x$, $M_y$ and $M_z$ and the Fresnel reflection from the flat-polished fibre tip then form the desired interferometers spanning the geometrical lengths $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$, respectively. $\varphi$ corresponds to the path length of undesired interferometers between any adjacent pair of beamsplitter surfaces which overlap due to identical optical path differences, while signals corresponding to interferences between non-adjacent beamsplitter surfaces or multiple bounces are also present at integer multiples of $\varphi$. Also significant is the interferometer between the reference surface denoted as R, i.e. the front surface of the first beamsplitter cube, and the fibre tip, with its geometrical distance denoted as $\delta$ in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(d) then shows an illustration of the expected interferometric signal strength as a function of OPD, where peaks corresponding to undesired interferometers are drawn in black.
Figure 1: Schematic of the optical setup. (a) shows the top-down view with the relevant geometrical distances highlighted in addition to the reference surface R. (b) shows the side-view with the relevant geometrical distances highlighted. (c) shows a 3D view of the encoder including the orientation of the Nanocube stage. The OPDs of the constituent interferometers arising from this setup are illustrated in (d) with the parasitic interferometers drawn in black.

In all sub-figures, distances $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ correspond to the interferometers created between the X, Y and Z mirrors, labelled as $M_x$, $M_y$ and $M_z$, respectively, interfering with the Fresnel reflection from the flat-polished fibre-tip. $\delta$ refers to the distance of the reference interferometer between the first incident surface of the first beamsplitter, the reference surface R, and the fibre tip, while $\varphi$ corresponds to path lengths of the undesired interferometers between any adjacent pair of beamsplitter surfaces.

In the proposed approach, the mirrors and beamsplitters are positioned such that the OPDs of the desired interferometers are unique to the OPDs of all other constituent interferometers including those formed by secondary reflections, where any overlap of the OPDs of the desired interferometers with those caused by secondary reflections would cause cyclic errors in the measurements. First, by maintaining a sufficiently large distance between the fibre tip and the stage, the desired interferometers $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ and $\delta$ that arise from interference between the mirrors $M_x$, $M_y$ and $M_z$ or the reference surface R with the fibre tip are offset from undesired interferometers of path lengths $\gamma - \delta$, $\beta - \delta$ and $\alpha - \delta$. 
between the reference surface R and the mirrors M_x, M_y and M_z. Furthermore, the mutual interferences between any two beamsplitter surfaces occurring at multiples of \( \varphi \) can be seen on the left of Fig. 1(d), where the two beamsplitters themselves are placed a fixed distance \( \psi \) apart such that \( \psi \) approximately equals the in-air equivalent OPD of \( \varphi \), i.e. \( \psi = 1.5 \varphi \). The mirrors M_x, M_y and M_z are then positioned such that the OPDs of the respective interferometers \( \alpha, \beta \) and \( \gamma \) between the mirrors and the fibre tip lie between the optical path differences created between the fibre tip and the beamsplitter surfaces and multiple passes thereof (\( \delta + n \varphi \) with any positive integer \( n \)). Furthermore, there may also be higher order parasitic interferometers caused by multiple bounces between reflecting surfaces. To suppress these, a weakly focused beam is used, where the beam curvature causes increasingly diminishing return light levels from multiple reflections within the system, rendering contributions to the interferometric signal from these reflections negligible.

3. Experimental Work

3.1. Interrogation Hardware

To interrogate this optical setup a single Eblana Photonics discrete-mode laser diode [36] (EP1512-DM-B, power \( \approx 5 \) mW, linewidth: \( \approx 1 \) MHz) has its emission wavelength sinusoidally modulated by injection current modulation at a frequency of 24.4 kHz, with a wavelength modulation amplitude of \( \pm 0.31 \) nm around its centre wavelength of 1520.08 nm (in air), as measured using an optical spectrum analyser (Yokogawa AQ6370C). For this particular diode this is close to the maximum possible amplitude, obtained by modulating from just above the laser threshold to the maximum current. As shown in Fig. 2(a) the emitted light is guided by a fibre-optic circulator, via a single-mode fibre lead, to the collimator and optical setup shown in Fig. 1. The returning light is then guided by the circulator to an InGaAs photo detector and the resulting interferometric signals are acquired by an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) with a sample rate of 100 MHz and are demodulated in real time by field programmable gate
array (FPGA) based signal processing hardware. Measurements were recorded as raw phase data, and converted to displacements in post-processing using the measured central evaluation wavelength of 1520.08 nm. A picture of the fully-enclosed and portable interrogation unit can be seen in Fig. 2(b).

3.2. Optical Setup

As described earlier and shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b), a simple optical setup is used in this proof-of-concept experiment. Three planar aluminium mirrors are mounted on orthogonal faces of a Thorlabs 60 mm cage cube within stackable lens tubes. On an opposing side of the cube, a weakly focusing collimating lens is mounted within a 3-axis kinematic mount which allows for adjustment of the optical beam axis, comprising the single optical access port required by this setup. The beam is weakly focused with a focus location approximately in front of the first beamsplitter surface to reduce contributions in the interferometric signal from multiple passes through the optical system interfering with other reflections. The beam has a Gaussian divergence of $0.13^\circ$, which we estimate will cause a maximum error of 0.12 nm over the travel range of the stage [37], which is negligible. Within the confines of the cube, a Physik Instrumente Nanocube stage (P-611.3) with a travel range of $\pm 50 \, \mu m$ in three Cartesian dimensions is centrally positioned on top of a 2-axis goniometer and rotation mount. This hardware allows for alignment of the Nanocube stage to the axes of the cage cube and is shown schematically in Fig. 3 alongside a photo of the
complete optical assembly of the encoder.

The stage utilises internal strain gauge sensors to feedback position to the stage controller, allowing for controlled, high accuracy movements. On the surface of the stage, two beamsplitter cubes of 10 mm cube length are mounted within a 3D-printed template, designed to position the beamsplitters square to one another and with a fixed separation ($\psi$ in Fig.1(a)) of 15 mm along the optical axis. The front surface of the first beamsplitter acts as reference surface R. This surface has been polished to remove the anti-reflection coating in order to yield a strong Fresnel reflection to be used as a reference interferometer, however the other beamsplitter faces still have the original anti-reflective coatings left in order to suppress contributions of multiple reflections between beamsplitter faces.

Fig. 4(a) shows an example of the interferometric signal measured by the photo detector over one modulation period for this setup, overlaid with the window function used in the RRI signal processing[29]. It can be seen that strong intensity modulation is present in the signal, however, this can be readily compensated by the RRI processing algorithms. A plot of the RRI signal power against the demodulation phase carrier amplitude, measured in radians and ap-
proximately proportional to OPD, can be calculated from the interferometric signal shown in Fig. 4(a) and is shown in Fig. 4(b). This plot shows a tomographic view of all constituent interferometers present in the system and can be used to diagnose the optical configuration, for example the presence of multiple reflections, as well as aid the process of optical alignment through maximisation of the desired peak heights. With the present wavelength modulation amplitude of 0.31 nm, the scaling factor in Fig. 4(b) is approximately 0.58 mm/rad for the in-air equivalent path distances of the constituent interferometers. For example, it can be seen that reference surface δ is placed at \( \approx 117 \) mm distance from the fibre tip and that the full-width half maximum width of the peaks is 8.4 rads or 4.9 mm, which also approximately corresponds to the minimum separation between adjacent signal sources that needs to be maintained in or-
der to avoid cyclic errors due to peak overlap. This plot also labels the desired interferometers $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ and $\delta$ corresponding to Fig. 1(d). These four interferometers are then selected for real-time phase demodulation in the FPGA, where the current interrogation system can simultaneously demodulate up to 24 range channels. The desired displacements in X, Y, and Z direction are then obtained by numerically subtracting the respective displacements corresponding to interferometers $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$, respectively, from the displacement of the reference surface $R$ obtained from interferometer $\delta$.

4. Results

In order to demonstrate the measurement capabilities of this concept, three-dimensional displacement measurements over a variety of stage movements, including linear and helical motions, were conducted and recorded with an interferometric quadrature bandwidth of 10 kHz. Additionally, a characterisation of the noise and linearity performance is carried out.

4.1. Linear Motion Measurements

In the first experiment, starting from a central position, the stage was moved to a fixed offset in the X-direction, then swept to the same but negative offset in the X-direction before being returned to the central position. The same procedure is then repeated in the Y-direction followed by the Z-direction with displacements in the three directions simultaneously acquired. In Fig. 5(a), the stage is moved according to this procedure with an amplitude of $\pm 50 \mu m$ and with a linear velocity of $10 \mu m/s$. Fig. 5(b) shows a restricted range of the same data around the zero-displacement axis in order to better see any undesired displacements measured in the off-motion axes. Fig. 5(c) shows the displacements measured in X, Y and Z for the similar motion patterns as described previously, but with an amplitude of $\pm 5 \mu m$ and with stage axis velocities of $1 \mu m/s$. Fig. 5(d) again shows the same data used in Fig. 5(c) but with a restricted range around the zero displacement axis. Fig. 5(e) shows X, Y and Z displacements
for a similar motion with an amplitude of ±0.5 \( \mu m \) and with a velocity of 0.1 \( \mu m/s \), with Fig. 5(f) again showing a restricted range of the same data set. It can be seen in Figs. 5(a), (c) and (e) that the displacement measurements for movement in all three directions can be readily obtained in all three cases covering large, medium and small commanded motions, demonstrating the ability of this system to measure in multiple displacement directions simultaneously. Furthermore, it can be observed in Figs. 5(b), (d) and (f) that in addition to the commanded motion there are displacement signals present in the off-axis directions. For motion in the X direction, this occurs primarily in the Y direction at an amplitude of approximately 1.2% of the X direction amplitude, while the Z direction exhibits only minimal off-axis displacements. For motion in the Y direction, only minimal off-axis displacements are observed in both the X and the Z directions. For Z motion, the overall largest off-axis displacements can be observed, reaching approximately 2.0% and 1.8% of the stage motion amplitude for the X and Y directions, respectively.

The observed off-axis displacements could be caused by three reasons. 1) Non-flatness of the mirrors \( M_x, M_y \) and \( M_z \). 2) Genuine crosstalk in the stage motion. 3) Misalignment of the optical axes relative to the stage motion directions. While neither the first nor the second reason can be ruled out and both may also contribute to the observed off-axis displacements, the dominant cause is most likely the misalignment of the optical axes to the stage motion direction. This is because in this proof-of-principle experiment the beamsplitters were only very coarsely aligned using the 3D printed template that holds the beamsplitters in place. Adjustment elements for the beamsplitters were too difficult to incorporate in the setup due to the space-constraint environment on the stage top plate. With no adjustments on the 3D printed template possible, the stage was then aligned using the goniometers and the rotation stage to optimise the amplitude in the return signals in Fig. 4(b), where generally maximum signal amplitudes would be obtained at normal incidence to the mirror. If the beamsplitters are misaligned relative to the stage principle axes, this alignment procedure would then cause the stage motion axes to be misaligned.
with the optical axes of the measurement beams and could explain the observed off-axis displacements. As the Z direction is only dependent on the orientation of a single beamsplitter placed flat on the stage top plate, this direction is automatically aligned to the stage principle axis and therefore less prone to off-axis displacements and it can be seen in all subplots of Fig. 5 that the Z axis displacement signal remains flat during the movement of the other axes. Conversely, as the Y direction is dependent on the orientation and alignment of both beamsplitters in all three planes, we expect it to be the most difficult direction to align and indeed it can be observed that the Y direction exhibits the largest overall off-axis displacements. In addition to the discussed alignment errors, drifts in the stage zero position of up to 30 nm can also be observed in Fig. 5(f). Drifts in the zero position could be explained through changes of the laser wavelength or the air refractive index as well as through non-ideal stage behaviour, such as thermal stage expansion or angular stage errors. In general, laser wavelength or air refractive index changes would cause drifts that are proportional to the optical path length, however, such a proportionality cannot be observed in Fig. 5(f), therefore non-ideal stage behaviour is the more likely cause and further investigation is needed to confirm this.
Figure 5: Simultaneous measurements of X, Y and Z displacements for motion in the X-direction of the stage followed by a similar motion in the Y-direction and Z-direction. (a) shows a linear movement across the total range of the stage, ±50 µm, at a speed of 10 µm/s, while (b) shows a closer view of the same results over a smaller displacement range around the zero position. (c) and (d) plot the results in a similar fashion to (a) and (b) but for a smaller stage movement across ±5 µm at velocities of 1 µm/s. (e) and (f) then show similar plots for ±0.5 µm movements at velocities of 0.1 µm/s.
4.2. Stage Encoder Comparison

To provide an independent verification of the interferometric data, we can compare the measured displacements to the strain gauge sensors integrated within the stage. In this experiment, for each direction, the stage is moved in a repeated triangular pattern of 0.2 Hz frequency and an amplitude of ±15 µm. The displacements for both the stage and the encoder are recorded and the results are compared in Fig. 6.

![Graphs showing displacement comparison](image)

Figure 6: (a) shows the measured displacement from the interferometer and from the integrated stage sensor of a ±15 µm triangular motion in the X direction, while (c) and (e) show the corresponding data for the Y and Z directions, respectively. For all three directions the calculated differences between stage encoder and interferometer are plotted below the respective graphs in (b), (d) and (f).

In general it can be seen in Fig. 6 that there is good agreement between the stage encoder and the measured interferometric data, with maximum errors below ±0.15 µm or 1% of the travel distance for motion in the Y-direction and below 0.5% for motion in the X and Z directions. A general error proportional to the travel displacement can be attributed to a mismatch in scaling factors in either the stage encoder or the interferometer, where errors in the interferometer can be caused by wavelength or environmental refractive index uncertainties.
Furthermore, as discussed previously, the remaining errors are likely to be a result of misalignment of the optical axes to the stage motion axes. Here, because the alignment of the Y direction depends on the precise alignment of two beamsplitters, the increase of the error amplitude in the Y direction compared to the X and Z direction axes seems plausible. Additionally, the superior noise performance of the interferometric data compared to the in-built strain gauge encoders that exhibit an instantaneous noise standard deviation of 6.3 nm is also visible in insets in Figs. 6(a), (c) and (e).

4.3. Noise and Linearity Measurements

In addition to demonstrating the simultaneous measurement of displacements in multiple dimensions, this arrangement can be used to estimate the typical noise levels achievable with this interrogation technique. As an example, we have conducted an experiment with a sinusoidal movement in one direction (X) and no movement in the other directions (Y and Z). For a sinusoidal motion in the X-axis of the stage, with a frequency of 5 Hz and an amplitude of 0.5 μm, measurements of the interferometers for each dimension and of the reference interferometer were acquired over a period of 50 s. The measurements were then sliced into 1 s long segments and the amplitudes of the Fourier transform were averaged to obtain an estimate of the displacement amplitude spectral density.

Figure 7(a) shows one 1 s long section of the measurement for directions X, Y and Z when the stage was directed to perform a pure sinusoidal motion in the X direction. Figure 7(b) then shows the corresponding displacement amplitude spectral densities for the three measurement signals X, Y and Z along with the direct measurement of interferometer α, which as can be seen in Fig. 1(d) is stationary regardless of the stage motion and mechanical stage vibrations and thus gives a direct estimate of the intrinsic noise due to the interrogation system. In Fig. 7(b) we can see a peak at 5 Hz from the motion of the stage the X direction at 0.50 μm amplitude, as expected. A off-axis displacement of 0.01 μm amplitude is observed in the Y direction, which corresponds to a ratio of 2.0%, the same ratio that was previously observed in Fig. 5. The Z direction exhibits
Figure 7: (a) shows displacement data for X, Y and Z for a simple sinusoidal motion of ±5 \( \mu \text{m} \) movement in the X-direction. (b) shows the calculated displacement amplitude spectral density estimate over a 1 s bandwidth for the measured X, Y and Z directions. Additionally, the direct measurement of interferometer \( \alpha \) in Fig. 1(d) without the subtraction of the reference interferometer \( \delta \), is shown for comparison, where this signal is stationary regardless of stage movement and is thus a direct measure of the instrumental noise.

A much smaller off-axis displacement amplitude of 0.003 \( \mu \text{m} \), corresponding to a 0.6\% ratio. By comparison with the instrumental noise obtained from the spectrum of the direct measurement of interferometer \( \alpha \), it can be seen that below 100 Hz the measurements in the X, Y and Z directions exhibit increased noise contributions which are likely due to the vibration sensitivity of the mechanical setup used for stage alignment (the rotation stage and goniometers). This increased vibration sensitivity is likely to result in increased noise contributions in this frequency region from ambient excitations of the mechanical structure. Conversely, the instrumental noise given by the measurement of interferometer \( \alpha \) is free from these mechanical noise components and only exhibits 1/f noise typical for interferometric systems and generally stays below a displacement
noise level of 0.4 nm/√Hz. The complete lack of discernible contributions from the stage movement to the spectrum of interferometer α also confirms that any instrumental cross-talk between constituent interferometers is below a level of 0.04%. In addition to instrumental noise caused by the electricity supply at 50 Hz, 150 Hz and 250 Hz, present in all four signals, various spectral features between 150 Hz to 300 Hz can be found for the three stage directions X, Y and Z but not for the signal of interferometer α. These are thought to be stage resonances and approximately match the mechanical resonance frequencies given in the stage data sheet[38]. In general, in most regions above 100 Hz, the displacement amplitude spectra for all four signals drops to noise floor levels between 0.01 nm/√Hz and 0.04 nm/√Hz. Over a typical 1 kHz bandwidth for the case of the interferometer α without influence of mechanical vibrations, this represents a resolution (1σ) of 1.3 nm achievable using this technique.

To characterise the linearity achievable with this experimental setup, the stage is set to perform a linear motion at a given velocity such that any cyclic errors will occur at a fixed frequency within the frequency region from 50 Hz to 100 Hz, which, as can be seen in Fig. 7(b), is generally flat and free from spectral features. To place the frequency of any cyclic errors within this frequency region, the stage is sequentially moved in a triangular motion in each direction with a velocity of 50 μm/s and the displacement in the relevant direction is measured. In order to remove any non-ideal motion effects at the turning points from the analysis, a 1 s long segment over the central portion of the ramp is selected and a linear fit subtracted. Then a polynomial fit is fitted to this data to remove any remaining effects due to non-uniform motion. The section of the triangular displacement signal used for this analysis process is also illustrated in Fig. 8(a). The displacement amplitude spectral density is then calculated in a similar way as in Fig. 7(b), using 20 repeats of this data. For a velocity of v=50.0 μm/s, at a centre wavelength of λ = 1520.08 nm, we expect first order cyclic errors at a frequency of 2v/λ ≈ 65.8 Hz, where the factor of two is because the interferometer operates in reflection. To confirm that any errors at this frequency are cyclic errors, a second set of measurements are performed
with an increased velocity of 70 µm/s, which should shift the frequency of any first order cyclic errors to \( \approx 92.1 \text{ Hz} \).

Fig. 8(a) shows an example period of the measured triangular displacement, and the 1 s section of the ramp used in this analysis. From Fig. 8(b) and (c) we can see peaks corresponding to the 50 Hz, 150 Hz and 250 Hz mains harmonics and spectral features due to mechanical resonances of the stage at 175-180 Hz in the Y-direction and between 220-240 Hz in the X and Z directions that were also present in Fig. 7(b). As these features remain static between the two experiments they cannot be caused by cyclic errors as different velocities are used. In Fig. 8(b), for all three directions, we can also see a peak corresponding to the expected first order cyclic error cyclic errors at 65.8 Hz, while in Fig. 8(c) we can observe that for all three direction this peak has moved to the frequency of 92.1 Hz expected for this velocity. This shift in frequency clearly indicates that these peaks are due to cyclic errors. It can be seen in Figs. 8(b) and (c) that in all cases, the displacement amplitudes of the cyclic errors remain well below 1 nm, while furthermore the complete absence of second-order cyclic errors at double the respective first-order cyclic error frequencies is also evident in Figs. 8(b) and (c). Although, as discussed previously, suppression of secondary reflections and multiple bounces is achieved through weak focusing of the laser, we expect that the remaining cyclic errors occur as a result of secondary reflections within the beam path interfering with straight reflections such that the OPD between them is the same or close to the OPD of the interferometer of interest. Here future, more refined implementations of the proposed concept might be able to improve this further. A 1 nm cyclic error amplitude is approximately equal to a phase error of 0.5° and the lowest cyclic error achieved for the Z direction in Fig. 8(b) is as low as 0.15 nm or 0.07°. Therefore the achieved results are comparable with respect to linearity performance to highly sophisticated interferometric setups, where typical cyclic errors range between 0.9° and 0.05°[35], however, the results achieved here are realised using a much simpler optical setup without polarisation-sensitive components.
Figure 8: (a) shows an example of one period of one of the triangular motion measurements used in this experiment and highlights the 1 s analysis region evaluated. (b) shows the displacement noise spectral density estimate for a 50 µm/s movement, while (c) shows this for a 70 µm/s movement. In both (b) and (c) the determined cyclic error contributions occur at different frequencies and their extracted displacement amplitudes are labelled.

4.4. Helix Measurements

Measurements were also performed of simultaneous three-dimensional motion. In addition to circular motion in a plane, created by sinusoidal and co-sinusoidal motion in the respective axes, a linear stage motion is also applied in the third Cartesian direction, creating a helical motion. Fig. 9(a) shows the measured displacements plotted in 3D for an X-Y circular motion combined with a linear motion in Z. Also of interest is how the measured displacements are projected into the plane normal to the linear motion as the stage moves. For the X-Y circular motion, the amplitude of the measured displacement is plotted...
in polar representation in Fig. 9(b). The same motion is then performed with a Y-Z circular motion and a linear motion in the X-direction, with the measured displacements shown in Fig. 9(c), and the polar representation of the Y-Z plane measurements shown in Fig. 9(d). A third helix was performed with an X-Z circular motion, and a linear motion in Y. The measured displacements for this motion are shown in Fig. 9(e) in 3D representation, with a polar representation of the measured displacement amplitudes in the X-Z plane shown in Fig. 9(f).

As demonstrated by Figs. 9(a), (c) and (e), this technique has the ability to interrogate and measure three dimensions simultaneously and independently, even during complex motion patterns. The projections of the helical motion in the plane normal to the linear motion shown in Figs. 9(b),(d) and (f) should ideally resemble concentric circular displacements due to the commanded circular motion pattern. However, in reality "footprint" patterns are observed that deviate from the ideally circular displacements and, in the case of Figs. 9(b) and (d), are not concentric. The likely cause of the observed non-concentricity of these patterns are the previously discussed misalignments seen in Fig. 5. For example, it can be seen in Fig. 5 that for a motion in the Y direction, there are only negligible off-axis displacements in the X and Z direction, i.e. both the X and the Z mirrors are parallel to the Y motion axis. Hence, for the helix with the linear Y motion and circular X and Z motion shown in Fig. 9(e), the projection of this helix in the plane normal to the Y motion is concentric. Conversely, for the other helix projections in Figs. 9(b) and (d), with linear motion in Z and X direction, respectively, significant off-axis components exist due to the discussed misalignments that cause the non-concentricity of these patterns. Furthermore, all projected patterns exhibit elliptic distortions and kinks that are likely to be caused by non-ideal motion and overshoots of the stage at the sinusoidal and co-sinusoidal turning points. These results clearly demonstrate that regardless of the alignment errors present, the proposed concept has the principle capability to fully characterise complex motion patterns and stage errors and that a future setup with improved alignment of the on-stage beamsplitters could be beneficial.
Figure 9: Graphs for combined helix stage motions, where the colour of the data has no physical significance and is used for the visualisation of the individual rotations. The measured displacements for a helical motion around the Z axis is shown in (a), while (b) shows a polar representation of these displacements projected into the X-Y plane. For helical motion around the X axis, (c) shows the measured displacements in all three dimensions, with (d) showing a polar representation projected into the Y-Z plane. The measured displacements for helical motion around the Y axis are shown in (e) and the polar representation projected into the X-Z plane is shown in (f).
4.5. Further Discussion

Whilst this experiment serves as a demonstration of the usefulness of this novel multi-dimensional stage encoder, it does not represent the maximum extent of the capabilities of this approach. The current system requires a minimum spatial separation between signal sources of approximately 5 mm (in air) to avoid cyclic errors due to peak crossovers. To use a more compact optical setup, the wavelength modulation amplitude could be increased through the use of more widely tunable diode lasers or, alternatively, through the use of external cavity lasers (ECL). However, particularly the use of ECLs is likely to increase the cost and lower the achievable quadrature bandwidth of the interferometer. With the current RRI interrogation hardware, using an ADC acquisition rate of 100 MHz and operating at a wavelength modulation frequency of 24.4 kHz, required to achieve a quadrature bandwidth of 10 kHz, a maximum demodulation phase carrier amplitude of $\approx 2000\,\text{rad}$ can be interrogated\cite{29}. This corresponds to a maximum distance (in air) from the fibre tip of $\approx 1.2\,\text{m}$ using the previously determined scaling factor of 0.58 mm/rad. Lower wavelength modulation frequencies and correspondingly lower quadrature bandwidths could be chosen to increase the maximum distance, however, this would also lower the maximum travel speeds that are permissible. To determine the maximum allowable travel speed this setup can interrogate, we can use basic interferometric principles. The maximum phase change that can be measured over the inverse of the quadrature bandwidth $Q$ is $2\pi$, equivalent to one spatial period of the interrogation wavelength $\lambda$. The maximum travel speed that can be accurately measured is therefore $v = (\lambda/2) \times Q$, where the factor of two arises as the setup operates in reflection. In this implementation, with $Q = 10\,\text{kHz}$ and $\lambda = 1520.08\,\text{nm}$, target velocities of up to 7.8 mm/s can be tracked. The maximum travel range that can be measured using this approach is limited by the presence of undesired interferometers between the fibre tip and the beamsplitter surfaces. In this setup, as seen in Fig. 4(b), these form a grid with peaks at multiples of optical path of the beamsplitters of 15 mm (in air). If the desired interferometers $\alpha, \beta$ or $\gamma$ overlapped with this grid, increased cyclic errors would result. Therefore,
with the current configuration, the maximum travel range is limited to ±5 mm, however, the maximum range of the proposed approach exceeds, by a factor of 100, the ±50µm maximum travel range for the Nanocube stage that was used here and which is representative of many nanopositioning systems with practical relevance.

This experiment demonstrates this approach for measurements in three dimensional Cartesian measurements, however variants and extensions of this setup could be envisioned that to allow the simultaneous measurement of other degrees of freedom, for example permitting angular measurements by evaluating the measurements from two spatially offset parallel beams for each mirror. In general, the setup could be simplified further through the removal of the X mirror and thus interferometer \( \alpha \), and using only the interferometer \( \delta \) between the reference surface \( R \) and the fibre tip to measure the X displacement. However, this would then make this measurement susceptible to vibrations in the beam delivery collimator fixture that may result in increased mechanical noise in the displacement signal. Whilst the dominant source of error in this proof-of-principle experiment arises from misalignment due to the very crude method of aligning the beamsplitters using a 3D printed template, alignment errors could be easily reduced by a more sophisticated and rigorous on-stage mechanical setup that better aligns the beamsplitters to the stage motion axes. Other sources of errors include the absolute accuracy of the interrogation wavelength, where we attribute, using the manufacturer specifications for the described optical spectrum analyser measurements, an uncertainty of approximately 13 parts-per-million (ppm). For the stage travel range of ±50µm this corresponds to uncertainties of ±0.7 nm. For long-term measurements, laser wavelength stability must also be taken into account when considering sources of error, as it affects the entire effective path length of the interferometer. The laser driver and temperature controller used in this setup offer a combined stability of approximately 0.3 ppm of the laser wavelength, which over the 99 mm effective path length of interferometer \( \beta - \delta \), the longest effective path length used in this optical setup, adds a drift error of up to 30 nm. In addition, in line with most
interferometric techniques, air refractive index changes[39] will affect the uncertainty of measurements and also affect the entire path length and not just the travel range. Although a stable refractive index can be assumed for operation in well-controlled lab conditions, we expect approximately 1 ppm uncertainty, equivalent to a maximum error of up to 100 nm, arising from this. Various techniques that are commonly applied in interferometry to reduce the uncertainty due to the air refractive index can be utilised here, such as the use of external refractometers[40] for compensation of the interferometric measurements. Furthermore, dual wavelength approaches[41] are also in principle compatible with the proposed approach. Future work on this system could incorporate the use of absolute wavelength calibration and stabilisation techniques such as absorption line-locking to gas cell, that would lower the absolute wavelength uncertainty and also improve the laser stability, which is necessary to achieve high-accuracy displacement measurements. Alternatively, a stable reference interferometer constructed using materials with low thermal expansion could easily be added to this setup and used to correct for both laser wavelength instability and refractive index changes[42].

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to multi-dimensional positional encoders, using a range-resolved interferometric interrogation system and a simple, compact optical setup. We have demonstrated simultaneous, three-dimensional measurements for a variety of stage motions utilising a single optical access port, a single diode laser and a single photo detector, combining cost-effectiveness with a very high measurement performance. The presented measurements, over a nominal stage operating range of ±50 µm in all three Cartesian directions, have an instrumental noise density of below 0.4 nm/√Hz, with the noise floor dropping to below 0.1 nm/√Hz above 50 Hz, over a 10 kHz quadrature bandwidth and achieve typical cyclic error amplitudes well below 1 nm without any corrections, a linearity performance comparable to many widely
used but much more complex interferometer designs. In general, the approach presented in this work is very versatile and its compactness may open up novel possibilities for stage design. Additionally, the approach could also be extended to further interferometric configurations, for example incorporating angle measurements. The results obtained clearly demonstrate that this novel approach to multi-dimensional interferometric motion measurements has the potential to be widely used across many nanopositioning technology applications.
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